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1. A Word from our CEO 

 
We continue our journey to 
formally incorporate 
sustainability into our way of 
thinking, acting and 
conducting business. We 
acknowledge the 
responsibility that falls upon 
us as an e-commerce 
business within the 
motorcycle industry and we 
want to play our part in 
enabling people to live their 
passion within planetary 
boundaries, an effort we call 
#SustainablePIERCE.  
 

Sustainability is part of our business and in 2020 we continued our journey towards implementing our 
long-term sustainability strategy and goals. We have set out the direction for 2023 and onwards 
covering governance, sustainability strategy, supply chain and procurement, reporting and 
environment.  In this strategy work we made a deeper sustainability risk assessment, established a 
coordinating function to chair the responsibility of aligning the initiatives with the overall business 
strategy and appointed a member of the board to be dedicated to sustainability topics. 
 
Our sustainability framework is made up of four components: Doing Right, All In, Green Cargo and Eco 
Moto. We work together with suppliers and employees to safeguard diversity, ethics and fundamental 
respect for human rights (Doing Right). We continue to take steps to enable all our personnel, suppliers 
and talented customers to live their passion (All in). We develop and improve our logistical handling 
from an environmental perspective (Green Cargo). We focus on green design to reduce freight volume 
and remove unnecessary plastics in packaging elements (Eco Moto). 
 
PIERCE strives to contribute to society and towards the end of the year we entered into a partnership 
with The Eezer Initiative (www.eezer.org) to support their work to reduce maternal mortality in 
Tanzania, Somalia, Kenya, Chad, Burkina Faso and Burundi with Eezer motorcycle ambulances. The 
goal is for women in the African countryside to be able to access clinics in a safe and affordable way. 
 
I hope you will enjoy reading about our sustainability strategy, #SustainablePIERCE, about the progress 
that we have made over the last year and about some of the initiatives that we are planning moving 
forward. 
 
 
 
 
Henrik Zadig,  
Chief Executive Officer  

http://www.eezer.org/
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2. PIERCE Business in Brief 

The PIERCE Group is a leading actor in the European market for sales and distribution of gear, spare 
parts, accessories and streetwear related to motorcycles and snowmobiles. We offer a wide and deep 
range of our own as well as external brands for passionate riders across 16 European markets and 
since 2019 also for customers in other parts of the world. 

 
We are an international business, within the private sector, with offices in Sweden (2), Spain (1) Poland 
(1) plus our warehouse in Poland (1). Our main business consists of procuring products from suppliers 
and distributors and delivering them to the customer (consumer) through our three online stores 
“24MX” (Motocross), “XLMOTO” (Onroad) and “Sledstore” (Snowmobiles). We offer more than 370 
brands and 170 000 items through our sites. We strive to become the leading actor in all our segments 
within the markets where we operate. We do this by tailoring a unique online shopping experience, 
swift and safe delivery and a high service for our customers.  
 
In 2018 PIERCE acquired Motobuykers in Spain, and during 2019 the redirection of sales and customers 
to XLMOTO started (sales from the site Motobuykers). In the beginning of 2020, all sales and customers 
were redirected to XLMOTO, and the Motobuykers platform (site) and entity was assimilated into the 
PIERCE group. 
 
Since customers are regularly active, outdoors oriented people with a passion for adventure, stepping 
up our sustainability work is a natural development for us. As we continue to grow and challenge the 
norm of how to conduct business, we hope to be able to engage even more closely with all 
stakeholders by means of our sustainability package: #SustainablePIERCE.  
 
PIERCE is committed to responsible operations and our sustainability strategy is guided by the Group’s 
vision, strategy and values. Sustainability is to be incorporated in our daily management approach. We 
are committed to good corporate governance and act in compliance with PIERCE Group’s Code of 
Conduct. Our goal is to create added value to all our stakeholders and we actively engage in society. 
We aim for long-term profitable operations and are taking several structural measures to grow our 
business in a scalable way. 

Our vision 
To become the most admired retailer within the motorcycle industry. 
 

Our mission 
To help riders around the world pursue their passion by offering a broad range of value-for 
money products, know-how and inspiration.  

 

Our values 
▪ We put our customer first – The customer experience and satisfaction of our customers is a top 

priority. We are committed to serving our customers in the best possible way every day. 

▪ We have passion – Just like our fellow riders, we use our passion and energy to win the race to 
become number 1 in our business by committing to top notch performance. 

▪ We dare – We continuously work to make our Company better and more efficient. We take risks 
and accept that not everything will work. We use a good dose of rebellious spirit to challenge, 
improve and succeed. 

▪ We win together – We work together, embrace diversity, and share the same goals to achieve 
greatness. We motivate and support each other as we know that we can only win the race as ONE 
team 

▪ We do what’s right – We have integrity and set high standards for ourselves, our partners, and 
suppliers. 
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The PIERCE Group’s operations bring economic added value to the company’s stakeholders, operating 
areas and market areas. Most of the economic added value goes into personnel salaries and other 
remuneration, as well as to goods and materials suppliers and service providers. 
 

The table below shows the direct economic value generated by PIERCE over the last 3 years. 

 
Figure 1.  The 2019 numbers on Capital costs has been adjusted, excluding exchange rate effect. Numbers for 2018 that not available is 
noted “n.a”. We had a branch in Denmark during 2015-2018, where income taxes were incorrectly reported in Denmark and this has been 
adjusted as per 2020 (taxes paid in Sweden). 

 
#SustainablePIERCE – Sustainability framework 
 
Corporate sustainability is a change process in which we as a company aim to meet the long-term 
expectations of our owners, customers, employees, partners, and broader society regarding the topics 
that are most relevant to our business. The long-term goal in our sustainability strategy is to play our 
part in enabling people to live their passion within the planetary boundaries, a strategic stance we call 
#SustainablePIERCE. The foundation of our business is set by our company culture, overall sense of 
Doing Right, as well as going All In on employee health, safety, and diversity. Our environmental 
responsibility covers all our transport and logistics operations through our Green Cargo initiatives, and 
the last and most ambitious component of the framework is about exploring opportunities to make 
our offering greener and to promote innovative and more sustainable products, which we call Eco 
Moto.  

At the end of 2020 we revised and consolidated our sustainability topics in order to better guide our 
future sustainability efforts and align our sustainability strategy with our business model (please see 
the section about the materiality analysis for more information, pages 23-24). This is a work in progress 
which will be further defined in 2021, together with an analysis of how we can contribute to the 2030 
Agenda and the Sustainable Development Goals.  

We ask our readers to bear in mind that this ongoing work means that we are at an intersection 
between what has been and what is to come with regards to sustainability at PIERCE, and for 
sustainability reporting technical purposes this report is structured in accordance with the original 
sustainability topics as they were before the consolidation. This is because we have yet to implement 

MSEK

Direct Economic Value Generated 2018 2019 2020 Stakeholders

Net Sales 942 1 243 1 523 Customers

Total Capitalization (debt) 607 888 862 Investors

Total Capitalization (equity) 95 59 57 Investors

Distributed Economic Value

Cost of goods sold -493 -670 -812 Suppliers

Quantity of units sold in (products) n.a 4 140 308 5 018 234 Suppliers

Salaries and compensation -120 -163 -165 Co-workers

Capital costs (interest) -18 -41 -52 Investors

Expenditure to states (company tax) -2,9 -3,1 -8,4

Sweden -0,6 -0,8 -6,3

Poland -0,8 -1,5 -1,8

Denmark -1,0 1,0 0,0

Spain -0,5 -2,1 -0,2

Public Sector
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the consolidated sustainability topics. One thing that we would like to share from the new set-up, is 
the development of overarching goals and targets which we will address in 2021. 

 

Figure 2. Overarching sustainability goals and targets 

At the end of 2020, with the support of a specialist sustainability consultancy firm we also conducted 
a thorough sustainability risk analysis to better understand the PIERCE sustainability risk landscape. A 
wide scope of both external and internal risks was assessed for impact and likelihood in relation to our 
business and field of work. What became apparent was that we are facing many sustainability risks 
connected to our supply chain, such as occupational health and safety, human rights and resource 
consumption, which implies specific challenges in terms of risk mitigation.  

We are dependent on our supplier relationships and the availability of qualitative and cost-efficient 
products that arrive to our facilities in Europe. In 2021 we will investigate how to work together with 
the suppliers to strengthen their businesses, improve their sustainability performance and reduce the 
risks. You can read more about our work with our suppliers and our supplier CSR Program in the section 
2.1.3.  

Other sustainability risks relate to greenhouse gas emissions, waste, transparency, data protection and 
integrity and of course product safety. The world’s ambition to limit climate change and fulfil the Paris 
Agreement will place demands on both public and private actors, and at PIERCE we will direct 
resources to mitigating the risks connected to climate change, as well as our contribution to it. Our 
aim is to elaborate this further in next year’s report with more Scope 3 data.  
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 Doing Right 

At PIERCE we are committed to business practice that does not only fulfil legal requirements but also 
proactively engages in anti-corruption, human rights (throughout our value chain) as well as health 
and safety, integrity, data security and privacy.   

Figure 3. Overview of activities performed and/or implemented during 2019-2021 as well as activities and targets for 2021. 

2.1.1 PIERCE Group Code of Conduct 

In 2019 a new Code of Conduct was implemented, approved by the Board of Directors, which has been 
signed by all employees in 2020. PIERCE Executive Team (ET) is responsible for the adherence, 
maintenance, updating, and reporting of this Code to the Board of Directors. 

The success of the PIERCE Group depends on doing the right things and doing them in the right way. 
The Code of Conduct provides guiding principles on how to conduct business and sets expectations for 
every employee’s behaviour towards each other, our customers, our products and brands, and other 
parties. We have also developed an environmental policy which will be implemented in 2021. PIERCE 
applies the precautionary principle where risk or uncertainty of the safety of a product, substance or 
compound prevails, with regards to the environment and public health. 

The Code of Conduct stresses the importance of following all applicable laws and regulations as well 
as our internal policies and ethical standards. The Code applies to all PIERCE employees and anyone 
working for, or on behalf of, PIERCE irrespective of job function or seniority. Everyone is expected to 
read, understand and comply with the Code and all Group policies. 

Some of the sections included in the Code of Conduct are: 

- Zero tolerance regarding corruption 
- Zero tolerance for discrimination and harassment 
- Promotion of equal opportunities and diversity in the workforce 
- Selecting and developing our suppliers based on compliance to domestic legislation law as 

well as international frameworks  
- Appropriate health and safety standards, proper and well managed working conditions for 

employees 
- Protect employee’s personal data and privacy 

All new employees read and sign the document as part of the onboarding process. The Chief People 
Officer is responsible for the execution of the Code and Conduct and keep a copy of all signed 
documents. The Code of Conduct is made available to all employees through the Group intranet and 
is implemented regularly through reminders and training videos on the intranet. Where needed, 
training or competence injections will be offered to help all employees live up to the Code. 
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2.1.2 Data protection  

Information technology systems and infrastructure form the foundation on which we run our business. 
Rigorous security processes and safe data storage have therefore always been at the forefront of our 
IT department’s agenda. To protect our information assets and our customer’s data and to be 
compliant with GDPR regulations we have implemented an extensive information security and data 
privacy framework. 

During 2020 we updated our information security policy and we also conducted a review of our cyber 
security set-up based on an international NIST model. We experienced 3 email fishing incidents and 
have taken further steps to improve our cyber security set-up in this area, including: 

• Installed improved virus protection  

• Moved office documents to the cloud (Office365) instead of having them stored on the 

premises 

• Implemented multifactor authentication  

• Highlighted all emails from external senders to prompt employees to be extra careful  

We believe that with these actions we have effectively mitigated the risk of email fishing incidents 
moving forward. No complaints concerning breaches of customer privacy were received in 2020, and 
we have had no leaks, losses or thefts of customer data. We will continue to assess the effectiveness 
of the overall privacy compliance framework and apply privacy by design and privacy by default 
principles for new IT system development initiatives.  

In line with good practice, we conduct a self-assessment based on the NIST model every 6 months to 
review our information security set-up and to ensure we are well protected against any type of hostile 
behaviour. 

Since May 2018, the GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) has been in force.  While the initial 
project to ensure GDPR compliance was completed in 2018, we continued to review the governance, 
policies and system register throughout 2020 to ensure ongoing compliance across our evolving 
business.  

2.1.3 Suppliers and supply chain partners 

Since PIERCE is a retailer our commitment to “doing right” extends to our suppliers and supply chain 
partners as mentioned in our Code of Conduct. In our Supplier Code of Conduct we demand that they 
are in strict compliance with national and international laws and that they support universal human 
rights, labour rights and environmental concerns as well as business ethics on anti-corruption.   

We are working with ~220 suppliers today, both external brands and our own private brands. Our 
suppliers have their production and shipping from Asia, Europe and US. We buy from wholesalers and 
distributors, mainly external brands with low volume. We buy direct from brand suppliers and private 
brand suppliers for the remaining assortment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Overview of purchasing model based on supplier base. 
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In 2020 we continued the implementation of the updated Supplier Agreement, which includes all the 
conditions our suppliers need to fulfil, from business and packaging to health and safety, human rights 
and environment. 

In 2020 we included our Supplier Code of Conduct as part of the Supplier Agreement, containing a 
more thorough view on PIERCE requirements regarding:  

- Legal obligations and business ethics 

- Non-acceptance of any kind of child labor nor forced or bonded labor 

- Occupational health and safety regards to working environment 

- Fundamental workers right, freedom of association and collective bargaining, no 

discrimination policies, and clear terms of employment  

- The right to decent salary and working hours 

- Protection of the environment  

- Protection of animals 

- Inspections and compliance 

We are currently in the process of onboarding our suppliers, with the aim of having all our key suppliers 
to have signed the Supplier Code of Conduct by end of 2023. All our suppliers will over time be 
onboarded and have to sign the code, however we will do this in a structured way starting with the 
most important suppliers and work through the supplier base. All new suppliers, that will be added 
based on our product portfolio strategies, must sign the Code of Conduct. 

In 2021 we will develop a Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) program for our private brands 
suppliers, to support them in being compliant with our Supplier Code of Conduct. We will conduct a 
pilot on the implementation plan before starting the roll out in 2022. PIERCE has more leverage over 
private brand suppliers, compared to external brands. As PIERCE is part of the product development 
projects, together with the suppliers, we are more involved in the end-to-end process. PIERCE can also 
access production plants easier as part of the production phase. Through the program we will be able 
to conduct audits, identify and prevent risks in accordance to our Code of Conduct and develop 
corrective action plans. 

PIERCE is responsible for the safety of the products it sells, ensuring that they do not pose a risk to 
customers’ health or property. The company’s Sourcing organisation makes sure that products comply 
with the valid requirements set in legislation. Products are tested by their manufacturers and 
importers, and PIERCE require tests on its own brand products, based on regular sampling and risk 
analysis. Testing ensures that the products fulfil all quality and safety requirements set by legislation. 
This area also includes product information, technical and mounting specifications and relevant 
product description and pictures.  

2.1.4 Social Projects 

PIERCE commits to do the right thing and help others.  

Our distribution centre in Poland (PDC) cooperates with a local non-profit organization in Szczecin, 
supporting people with disabilities. In 2020 there were 21 disabled employees working in the 
warehouse and with our customized product team. 

 

In 2020 we received the West Pomeranian Griffin Silver Badge as respect for 
our contribution to the benefit of West Pomerania region by hiring people 
with disabilities. 
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Besides the initiative with non-profit organizations, PDC has continued partnerships with local schools 
in the Szczecin area to provide valuable and free in-house practical training for 16-year old students. 
This collaboration helps the students gain valuable experience and expertise.  

In 2020 PIERCE entered partnership with The Eezer Initiative to support the 
work to reduce maternal mortality in Tanzania, Somalia, Kenya, Chad, 
Burkina Faso and Burundi through motorcycle ambulances. The reduction of 
maternal mortality is one of the UN’s global goals and access to, and 
transportation between home and clinic is a clearly identified bottleneck for 
mortality rates. The goal is for women in the countryside to be able to 
access clinics in a safe and cheap way. 

2.1.5 Health and Safety for PIERCE employees 

PIERCE’s Human Resources (HR) policies are based on the company’s values, strategy and the Code of 
Conduct, on top of which each country have their own more detailed HR policies that support the 
growth and wellbeing of the personnel.  The implementation of good HR policies is monitored through 
personnel surveys performance appraisal discussions and other feedback channels. The Chief People 
Officer, who reports to the CEO of the Group, is responsible for the management of HR in the company. 

PIERCE offers its personnel the benefits required by local legislation in each of its operating countries. 
These benefits may include occupational health services, insurance against occupational injuries and 
diseases, parental and sickness leave benefits. In most countries, employees are offered benefits that 
go beyond the requirements set by legislation, such as wellness allowance and computer glasses.  All 
employees can purchase products using an employee discount in stores belonging to the Group. 

PIERCE values each of us as its most important assets and is committed to high standards of safety and 
employee protection. For that reason, we ensure proper and well-managed working conditions for our 
employees, including appropriate health and safety standards. Appropriate welfare facilities will be 
provided at all operational sites including adequate toilet, food storage and cooking facilities as well 
as appropriate rest and recreation areas. In addition, where necessary, employees will be provided 
with health & safety training as well as protective clothing and equipment.  

At PIERCE we do not have an official occupational health and management system in place, but we are 
always working to ensure that our employees are safe at work. The operations work systematically 
with the work environment, which means that risks are evaluated, that routines exist for managing 
the risks and that incidents and accidents are reported. In our warehouse there are some risks 
regarding the physical work environment, which must be managed, such as heavy lifting, picking and 
packing, loading and unloading goods. In the assortment we carry several chemical products that we 
offer to our customers. It entails a responsibility to control labelling, ensure that the correct 
information is available in form of safety data sheets, ensure that storage is correct in the warehouses, 
and that the handling and shipping of products is managed in a correct way. 
 
Cooperation between employers and employees is seen as essential in creating a safe workplace, and the 
legislation states that the employer and the employee should cooperate to establish a good working 

environment. At PIERCE we have a Safety Committee in place in Stockholm, which role is to participate 
in the planning of health and safety measures at the worksite and to monitor implementation of these 
measures. Members of the committee represents office management, human resources, employees 
and is chaired by the Chief People Officer. The safety committee closely monitors health and safety 
developments and promotes satisfactory health and safety conditions across our offices, they meet at 
least once every three months and minutes are shared on the Group’s Intranet. Areas covered in the 
committee: 
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• managing activity to meet the requirements of a good working environment 

• investigating injuries at work 

• continuously assessing risks and taking the appropriate measures to deal with them 

• documenting the health and safety position and improvement measures, including drawing up actions 

• ensuring that the workplace provides a scheme of job adaptation and rehabilitation. 

During 2020 we increased the clarity of procedures to use medical emergency equipment, trained 
employees on how to proceed in case of fire and practiced fire drills with the entire Stockholm office. 
We have added fire extinguishers and evacuation maps, in different locations of the Stockholm office, 
in case of emergency. Also, every warehouse employee at PDC receives safety training during the first 
working day and every second year of employment. This safety training helps us to reduce the number 
of accidents in the warehouse. During 2020 we had 3 accidents in the warehouse without casualties 
and our target is to have zero (0) incidents regarding occupational health and safety at PDC.  

During 2020, we managed the Covid-19 pandemic well, both in the warehouse by the separation of 
work shift to avoid spread of infection during shift change and the setup of working-from-home 
routines for office employees.  

 All In 

All people leaders, meaning managers with direct reports (employees reporting directly to them) at 
PIERCE have an important role in shaping the culture at PIERCE. Leaders are always expected to serve 
as ethical role models for all employees by exemplifying the Core Values. 
 
We strive to ensure a fair working environment for all our employees in every PIERCE office and 
location with good working conditions and career prospects paired with clear equality and diversity 
initiatives. 

Figure 5. Overview of activities performed and/or implemented during 2019-2021 as well as activities and targets for 2021. 

The company has defined the PIERCE Leadership Model to help build a better and more consistent 
leadership and culture across the company, leadership is about both people leadership as well as self-
leadership. 

At PIERCE we use internal mobility to encourage our employees to explore the company beyond their 
specific roles. Exploring and moving into new roles within the company brings with it new experiences, 
perspectives and insights. Not only does this develop our employees and leaders, it also stimulates 
innovation and networking within the organisation.  
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This approach also increases PIERCE’S ability to develop and adapt in an ever-changing eCommerce 
industry. For employees, this exploration process can help inform or even change their desired career 
path and help them discover new areas where they show potential. We find many of our leaders 
through this approach. 

In 2020 we had 435 employees (all employee numbers given 
as Head Count, HC) in the PIERCE group. In comparison to 
2019 this was a decrease of 10 employees (-2,2%). The split 
between the three locations Poland, Spain and Sweden is 
illustrated in Figure 6.  
The distribution between office and warehouse employees 
were 65% (281 HC) versus 35% (153 HC).  

The total number of employees leaving PIERCE in 2020 was 161 
HC, whereof most employees left because of the assimilation 
of the Motobuykers site in Spain.   

The split between office and warehouse was 94 HC versus 67. 
The annual turnover rate was 6% for 2020. The annual new    
employee rate was 6%. 

In 2020, PIERCE employed 151 new employees whereof 80 were at the warehouse and 71 in the 
offices. In the chart below the distribution between gender, age and location is illustrated. 

In 2020, PIERCE fulltime employees represented 95% of all employees. The split between temporary 
and permanent contracts is only found in Poland, this is due to the warehouse facing an increased 
need of staff during high season.  

 
 

  

Figure 8. New hires in 2020, broken down by age group and region. 
All numbers given as HC. 

Figure 7. New hires in 2020, broken down by gender and region. 
All numbers given as HC. 

Figure 9. Employment type in 2020, broken down by gender.  
All numbers given as HC. 

 

Figure 6 . Employees share per country. 
 All numbers given as HC. 

Figure 10. Employment contract in 2020, broken down by region. All 
numbers given as HC. Please note that the 233 temporary employees 
in Poland were employed during high season only and are not 
included in the total number of employees as per the end of 2020.    
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2.2.1 Gender and diversity 

PIERCE regards a diverse workforce as valuable for innovation, customer adaptation and a competitive 
edge, both among us and our suppliers. We promote equal opportunities irrespective of race, ethnical 
background, religion, nationality, gender, mental or physical disabilities, marital status, age, sexual 
orientation or any other status unrelated to the individual’s ability to perform his/her job.   

Given the international set-up and ambition of the company we use English as the corporate language, 
but of course realise that language proficiency varies so in certain settings the local language may still 
be used. 

However, our business is exposed to gender differences in various ways. As an example, applicants to 
open positions are traditionally male, and PIERCE has noticed that female candidates have been harder 
to attract.  

Teams that consist of people with different experiences and perspectives are more effective, creative 
and dynamic than homogenous groups. It is every PIERCE leader’s responsibility to make sure that they 
have a diverse team and that diversity becomes a natural part of the long-term competence plan. 
PIERCE’s efforts to promote diversity and equal opportunities are crucial to acquire and retain the right 
talent, build employee engagement and create a positive work environment for everyone.  

To promote diversity, we work actively in all parts of our organisation. The proportion of women to 
men has improved during the last couple of years as we have focused on recruiting more women. To 
involve diversity in the recruitment process and to share minority groups’ experience of PIERCE, has 
been a successful component to attract minority/women candidates.  PIERCE is a highly diverse 
company and we have employees from 23 different nationalities around the globe. This is also part of 
the Code of Conduct framework where we set guiding principles and have support for leader’s and 
employees in policies and recruitment process tools. 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14. Age groups distribution 2020, broken down per location. 
All numbers given as share of total HC. 

Figure 13. Gender distribution 2020, broken down per location. All 
numbers given as share of total HC. 

Figure 11. Gender distribution 2020, broken down per year. 
All numbers given as share of total HC. 

Figure 7 

  

Figure 12. Age groups distribution 2020. All numbers given as share of 
total HC. 
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Both our Board of Directors and PIERCE leadership team (PLT) have female representation and we 
strive to improve the gender balance in senior positions. In the PLT, 4 out 12 are women and in the 
Board of Directors, 2 out of 6 being women. 

 

 

 

2.2.2 Misconduct and Sanctions 

Treating everyone with respect is key at PIERCE and we are expected to treat everyone with whom we 
work with fairness and dignity. PIERCE is committed to detecting and preventing any kind of 
irregularities that may seriously harm our business or employees. It is therefore important that such 
information is noted and investigated as early as possible and to that end we have implemented a 
whistle-blower function. 

Through the whistle-blower function all PIERCE’s employees as well as customers, suppliers, partners 
and other stakeholders to the company can use the whistle-blower function to report suspected 
violations of laws and violations of PIERCE internal regulations by individuals in senior positions or 
other personnel. The whistle-blower function allows for anonymous reporting to the external service 
provider PwC who operates the whistle-blower function on our behalf. The whistle-blower function 
for employees is available on the PIERCE intranet “Confluence” together with instructions on how to 
file a report. The Chief People Officer at PIERCE is responsible for the whistle-blower function and 
process. During 2020 there were 0 complaints reported through the whistle-blower function.  

2.2.3 Employee Satisfaction and Training 

As a company we want to provide professional development opportunities for our employees. As part 
of our annual performance management cycle we set individual goals, define personal development 
areas and identify potential training opportunities.  

In 2020 we performed the PIERCE Employee Survey, which measures the level of experienced 
engagement with the job. We invited all office employees (292 at the time) to respond and we received 
209 (72%) responses. We did not include the warehouse employees at PDC in this survey for practical 
reasons and language barrier with a full English survey. In the 2021 survey all employees at PIERCE will 
be included. 

Each functional leader (responsible for a function within PIERCE e.g. Customer Service) has an action 
plan within each team on how to improve the engagement levels to wanted levels. The target for 2021 
is to reach >75% engagement and 80% respondents.  

PIERCE currently have no existing collective bargaining agreements, but we endeavour to mirror the 
benefit structure that is commonly found in collective bargaining agreements. We are frequently 
reviewing the benefits and have close communications with the most relevant unions. As per today, 

Figure 15. Women represented in the PLT, 
broken down per year. All numbers given as 
share of HC. 

 

Figure 16. Women represented on the Board 
of Directors, broken down per year. All 
numbers given as share of HC  

Figure 17. Age groups distribution in 
the Board of Directors 2020. All 
numbers given as share of HC 
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being an e-commerce player with only one (1) physical store, we have yet to find a union that mirrors 
our business model.  

PIERCE Distribution Centre (PDC) has continued its leadership training, resulted in more harmonized 
ways of working and several of the trained employees have been promoted into more senior roles. In 
2020 we kicked off our new PIERCE Leadership Program and defined the PIERCE leadership model, 
training 36 of the most senior leaders from across the organization. We also run a Project Management 
course for 20 select employees to improve our capabilities in this area. 

We continued our Great Place to Work (GPTW) initiative where a group of employees dedicate their 
time to organize social gatherings, sports activities, events, and improvements in the offices. However, 
during 2020 due to Covid-19 we cancelled some events, following the Health Ministry 
recommendations. 

 

 Green Cargo 

With the rise of e-commerce, renewed attention has been drawn to the environmental and climate 
impact of shipping, logistics and transportation activities. It also concerns the warehouses that 
facilitate any growing e-commerce company. In 2020 we developed a new environmental policy 
which we will implement in 2021, which stipulates our commitments to reducing energy 
consumption and contributing to the fight against climate change.  

 
Figure 18. Overview of activities performed and/or implemented during 2019-2021 as well as activities and targets for 2021. 

PIERCE strive to minimise the direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions and energy consumption 
caused by our business activities. Energy and fuel consumption is to be accurately monitored, 
measured and managed, at all our facilities. Renewable energy sources are to be prioritised, and 
reduction targets for our direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions as well as energy consumption 
reduction targets will be defined during 2021. We are continuously working to minimise unnecessary 
business travels and inefficient logistics solutions. Our offices in Sweden and Spain purchase electricity 
that partly comes from renewable energy sources, unfortunately this is not yet available in Poland. In 
2020, 80% of the electricity bought in Sweden and 75% bought in Spain came from renewable sources. 
We are investigating the possibility of changing the lighting system for the 10.000 square meters in our 
warehouse in Poland to LEDs and we are also looking into the potential of installing a solar cell system 
on the roof of the building.  
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As can be seen in figure 19, our electricity consumption in Spain was reduced in 2020, this is due to 
the acquisition and assimilation of the site Motobuykers. The decrease in Sweden between 2019 and 
2020 was mainly impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic, as the number of employees in the office went 
down following the PIERCE’s implementation of the health authorities’ recommendations 

We are working with our private brand suppliers to improve their sustainability performance and lower 
their impact on climate change. This however, is a longer change process that require considerable 
resources, and it is by no means easy. In many of the manufacturing countries from where we buy 
products, the energy infrastructure is hindering a move away from fossil fuels. We will also investigate 
how we can cooperate with our external brands to address the dual issues of energy consumption and 
greenhouse gas emissions.   

PIERCE is looking to improve our performance by means of a careful design of distribution systems and 
cooperation with logistical partners. As a result of our main warehouse being in Poland, we have an 
optimal location for inbound and outbound distribution across the entire European market. PIERCE 
has an inbound structure of stock items in the warehouse, to refill products on cross-dock when 
customers ordered the product through our sites or to send products directly to customers through 
drop-shipment to avoid unnecessary transportation and/or delay lead time. We carry 30% of the 
articles in the warehouse and the remaining 70% is managed through cross-dock/ drop shipment. 
Cross-dock means the storage link of the supply chain is removed. Products are unloaded from inbound 
transport, sorted and directly reloaded onto outbound distribution to the customer. Drop ship is an 
order fulfilment method that does not require products in stock. When products are sold the sales 
order passes on to a third-party supplier, who then ships the order directly to the customer. PIERCE 
distribution centre is 37 000 square meters big, carry 150 000 active articles, has a capacity of 18 000 
orders per day and managed in average 5 500 orders per day during 2020. 

2.3.1 Transportation and climate impact  

PIERCE Warehouse is strategically located in Szczecin, Poland, with proximity to seaports, key suppliers 
and distributors which guarantee short lead-times for collection of sourced goods. The trucks transport 
goods to and from PDC and around Europe several times a week. The lead-times are closely and 
continuously tracked per market to find improvement opportunities, and the lead-time optimization 
for each of the local markets is ongoing by optimizing the transport set-up as well as the ratio between 
in-stock and cross-docking orders.  

 

 

Figure 19. Electricity in MWh per region, broken down by year 2018-
2019. We currently do not have data for heating, cooling or steam. 

Figure 20. Scope 2 emissions from purchased electricity. 
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Efficient outbound logistics through local partners allow for fast delivery at lower prices. Local logistic 
partners are used to deliver the parcels from PDC directly to each country’s postal system with 
localized solutions. PIERCE bypass costly European sorting hubs and connected outbound and inbound 
logistics for cross-dock orders and returns – trucks are never empty.  

Figure 21. The scope 3 emissions from transportation have been estimated based on spend. We aim to collect actual emissions  
data from transportation in the upcoming year, the estimation shows CO2 only. For more information about our scope 3, please 
 see table Figure 25. 

Inbound transportation emissions have increased by +16% during 2020 compared to the previous year, 
however compared to the transportation impact per product unit sold it has decreased by -4,5%. This 
is related to more efficient supplier product purchases with higher fill-rate per shipped container. 

Outbound transportation emissions increased by +23% during 2020 compared to 2019, however if we 
compare transportation emissions per packed and distributed order, there’s no increase. In 2019 the 
emission 34 377 tonnes CO2 from outbound transportation divided by total number of orders (1 420 
337) where 0,024 tonnes CO2 per order. In 2020, the emission 42 321 tonnes CO2 divided by total 
number of orders (1 755 330) were also 0,024 tonnes CO2 per order.  

For our road delivery, our entire partner logistics network is now running under the EURO6 regulation, 
which was one of our goals for 2021. This action contributes to decrease pollution and health issues 
by reducing emissions of carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxide and particle matter to the 
atmosphere. Partnerships are the key to success in our long-term #SustainablePIERCE strategy, and 
for the sea shipping of our own brand products, we are working with large and reputable logistic 
partners that follow stipulated emissions rules of the IMO.  

2.3.2 Packaging 

Partnerships are not only important for shipping but also for developing the most sustainable product 
packaging, which is a collaborative effort where PIERCE is setting the standards and policies for our 
products, and our suppliers providing the solution. 

Responsible, transparent and traceable supply chains are one of the focus areas in PIERCE sustainable 
supply chain management. Our reporting on the supply chain is based on risk assessment, and the 
ability to exert an influence. We focus especially on the responsibility and development of PIERCE own 
brands’ supply chain, which we have the best possibility to exert an influence on. 

PIERCE does not own any factories or production facilities. Instead, our own brand products are made 
by contractors. When choosing a supplier, we pay attention to several factors. The most important 
criteria are the fit with our needs, supplier know-how and ability to deliver, quality and price, CSR with 
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the focus on working conditions and environmental issues, and the potential for long-term 
relationships. All new private brand suppliers need to fulfil the PIERCE starting requirements and 
commit to our codes and continuous improvement. We aim for a long partnership with suppliers. 

We see that we have the greatest potential to influence our private brands suppliers on what kind of 
materials that goes into both the packaging of products and the sheer manufacturing of the products. 
However, we have yet to formulate a management approach for how to address the materials that 
goes in, which is something that will be prioritised in the years to come. With regards to the external 
brands, we are reliant on how they are working to reduce their environmental impact, and PIERCE is 
determined to seek ways of positively influence the material choices of external brands. Until then, we 
started with one topic that concern us deeply: the problem of plastic pollution on land and sea. With 
the New packaging guidelines to all suppliers we set the standard of packaging we want to achieve in 
the upcoming years with two environmental objectives: 

- Reduce the space of packaging and use intelligent design to make transport and storage of 
loose items easier - more standardized sizing allows items to stack better and can even help 
in inventory (stock take) as well as picking. 

- Reduce the environmental impact of products produced using fossil fuels (plastics) and 
produce packaging that is either biodegradeable or that can be repurposed, such as paper 
and cardboard.  

The guidelines have been shared with 50 of our key suppliers and, as per 2020, 22 of these (12% of all 
active suppliers) have accepted the guidelines and conditions and started to fulfil our standards. Our 
Sourcing team negotiates with the suppliers, both existing and potential (for new private brand 
products) and keep working to achieve our objective and we can already see some changes in products 
like for instance our t-shirts.  

PIERCE Product Development team is working on re-designing current products and designing new 
products to reduce the space needed for packaging, cutting down on dead fill space. This makes the 
transport of products more efficient and reduces the quantity of packaging material needed. For 
example, the redesigned Scooter Top Box launched in 2020 saves 40% in packaging volume per unit 
compared to the previous packaging design. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

The Bike Stand, also launched in 2020, can be shipped in a flat package with only 5 pieces to be 
mounted, saving 90% of volume after some design modifications.  

The packaging and shipping to our customers also has an impact on the environment because of the 
cardboard used in the boxes and the paper forms needed to allow our customers to return products. 
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Our packaged order volume has increased by +57% compared to previous year and at the same time, 
we have managed to keep the efficiency in the cardboard and paper used per order and had a lower 
increase, +27% in comparison. The main driver for the increase on grams per packed order is our 
focus to avoid split orders into two (2) packages or more and keep outbound transports to the lowest 
level possible. We invested in a better measurement station for our Warehouse in Poland, 
implemented during 2020. Collecting more accurate size and weight data will help to reduce the 
amount of cardboard per order and to reduce the carbon footprint by optimizing the space in the 
outbound trucks. We have also reduced the amount of paper by an initiative that reduces the 
amount of printed return forms and packaging slips by 50%. 

To further reduce the environmental impact, we are using recycled cardboard and ECF certified paper 
(Elemental Chlorine Free), and plan to further improve the packaging efficiency. When a paper is 
declared as ECF, the paper is bleached using chlorine dioxide instead of using the environmentally less 
favourable chlorine gas bleaching method.  

 Eco Moto 

The lion’s share of PIERCE’s environmental footprint is indirect, meaning it is mainly caused by the 
production of the products that we sell. We acknowledge that our environmental footprint concerns 
the emissions of greenhouse gases as well as natural resource use, and it is an ongoing work to improve 
our knowledge of how we impact our surroundings.  

Figure 22. Total kilograms of paper and cardboard used, broken down 
by year 2018 – 2020. 

Figure 23. Total grams of paper and cardboard used per 
packed order, broken down by year 2018-2020. 

Figure 24. Overview of activities performed and/or implemented during 2019-2021 as well as activities and targets for 2021. 
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With the support of a third party, we have estimated the scope 3 emissions connected to our 
product categories and we are investigating how we can move forward to learn more about the 
resources that go into the products that we sell. As part of our CSR Program, we will seek ways to 
influence our suppliers to reduce our indirect environmental footprint.  

Figure 25. All Scope 3 emissions are estimated from a life-cycle assessment perspective using a sector average spend method  
in accordance with the GHG Protocol standard. Sector estimates data was sourced from the World Input Output Database in 
2017/2018. Scope 3 emissions include transportation and logistics, business travel, and products.  

 
The main drivers for the emissions increase are the volume; increase of products purchased, sold and 
shipped (+46%). The main drivers for the reductions are the pandemic impact; less business travels 
and more people working from home due to lockdown or restrictions. However, the pandemic 
contributed to an increase of outbound transportation related to home deliveries during lock down 
cross Europe.  
 

 
Figure 26. In order to gain an idea of our scope 3 emissions we have made an estimate of our CO2e emissions related to the production an d 
transportation of our product categories. Our goal is to be able to provide actual data in the future. 

 

 

 

In 2020 the CO2e emissions caused by the products that we sell increased by +18%, from 83 177 tonnes 
CO2e in 2019 to 98 459 tons CO2e in 2020. At the same time, the emissions per product sold in 2019 
was 0,0201 tons and for 2020 it was 0,0196 tons due to optimized logistics and packaging. We 
recognize that 50,1% of our total footprint emissions in terms of CO2 equivalent per spent dollar in 
2020, are generated from the following categories: 

Scope
2018 (tonnes 

CO2e)

2019 (tonnes 

CO2e)

2020 (tonnes 

CO2e)

Scope 1 Direct GHG emissions 0 0 0

Scope 2 Energy indirect GHG emissions (electricity) 521 789 960

Scope 3 Other indirect GHG emissions 84 308 126 815 151 317 
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• Motorcycle clothes (24.5%) which includes clothing for motorcycle, motocross and 
snowmobile. In this category you also find goggles, gloves, jackets, base layers and weather 
protection.  

• Spare Parts (20.2%) which includes brakes, chains and sprockets, engine and exhaust 
systems, engine parts and filters, frame, skis and front forks for snowmobile and suspension. 

• Helmets (9.4%) which includes helmets for motorcycle, motocross and snowmobile. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 27. To gain an idea of our scope 3 emissions we have made an estimate of our CO2e emissions related to the production and 
transportation of our product categories. Our goal is to be able to provide actual data in the future.  

These emissions include all products we sell to our customers, whether it’s our own branded products 
or external branded products, whether we buy directly from suppliers or through distributors. The 
calculation is based on yearly purchase value per product category in USD, the stipulated conversation 
rate for emission factors per category of kilogram CO2 per USD and the category share (%) of total 
emission. 

Part of our ambition to develop a sustainable product offering is the focus on quality and safety. At 
PIERCE we constantly strive to make our customers feel safe and assured of the quality of our products. 
Through collaboration with our suppliers and clear demands on production and traceability of products 
we can ensure that products sold on our websites comply with legislation for safety, labelling and 
chemical content. We are continuously working to reduce the use of harmful chemicals in the private 
label production process, where we have a greater potential for creating impact.  
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Our marketing communications avoid all misleading practices, such as false or deceptive messages and 
omission of important information. Our marketing should never be inappropriate or offensive. These 
practices are known and followed by the marketing planners and are overseen by the Sales & 
Marketing Director. PIERCE has its own brand strategy and marketing guidelines regarding images, 
tonality, choice of models, retouch management etc. as well as social media guidelines. PIERCE follows 
all regulations and guidelines regarding marketing and labelling and in 2020 no products were recalled 
due to incorrect or incomplete labelling.  

For 2021 we have set the target to have zero (0) product safety breaches as we will improve our quality 
work further by implement a quality assurance model which will allow us to move from quality control 
only, to a more proactive and systematic approach. All quality and safety related topics for all products 
we sell to our customers will fall under this umbrella. Our product development and local market 
manager teams are monitoring changes in regulations across the markets in which we operate. We 
also have improved our Product Development & Quality Assurance capabilities to ensure ongoing 
compliance. 

2.4.1 Eco Friendly Products 

We mention in the Green Cargo section some of the smart and Green Design activities we have done 
in 2019-2020 such as the redesign of the Scooter Top Box and the Bike Stand.  

We also removed all the unnecessary plastic hang tags for displays as well as packaging elements like 
plastic display windows in boxes, which are not required when selling online.  

 

The purpose of the Green Design initiative is to: 

• Improve consciousness when developing new products, research and implement more 
sustainable or reused/reusable materials where possible. This includes design with a mindset 
that products will eventually be scrapped, make them easy to dismantle and to reduce mixed 
materials for easier recycling afterwards. 

• Design products with a mindset to reduce freight volume, cut down dead fill space and make 
transportation more efficient. 

In 2020 we focused more on the materials we use for our own brands and the design for easy recycling 
after the product reaches the end of its life span. In 2021 we will evaluate 1-2 product groups to 
evaluate and label products with sustainability characteristics, attributes and features. The purpose is 
to develop our sustainable product offering overtime.  In 2021 we will include our external customers 
in our private brand evaluation and product development plans, together with our so-called internal 
customers (PIERCE employees who are riding bikes). We hope to gain a better understanding of our 
customers’ expectations on product sustainability, quality and safety.   
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3. Our sustainability work  

Sustainability is becoming an increasingly important part of PIERCE’s business. As such it acts as a filter 
in our operations by means of introducing an economic, environmental and social lens on our activities. 
PIERCE strives to be inclusive towards direct and indirect stakeholders, but also towards our future 
associates. This year, we continued to work towards this goal, and continued to build our sustainability 
strategy – #SustainablePIERCE. 

Our Board of Directors is governed by the Swedish Companies Act which provides the regulatory 
framework for the PIERCE Group. The Board of Directors is also responsible for overseeing PIERCE’s 
integration and adherence of corporate sustainability. Since 2020, the Board of Directors, has a 
dedicated board member for the sustainability topics and discuss sustainability at every meeting.  

Decisions on sustainability strategy and long-term ambition is taken within the Executive team, 
including targets and KPI’s for defined topics and goals. The sustainability strategy is managed by a 
coordinating function chaired by the CPO, in close cooperation with the CEO to align sustainability 
initiatives with the business strategy. The Quality Manager within the Category & Sourcing function is 
responsible for product safety, quality, and compliance, which is an integral part of sustainability at 
PIERCE. 

 
 

 

 

Figure 28. Organisation set up for the sustainability strategy, targets and reports. 
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 Materiality and stakeholder engagement  

This report has been developed following the reporting principles of the GRI Standards and is based 
on a materiality analysis, which included stakeholder dialogues, conducted in 2018. The stakeholder 
dialogues were done using a combination of methods and forms of engagement, depending on the 
stakeholder group and the availability of resources (see figure 30). The five key stakeholder groups, 
identified during the 2018 materiality analysis, are those that most affect and are affected by our 
business. The 2018 materiality analysis included two management group workshops, in which 
sustainability issues were discussed in relation to their relevance for PIERCE and the connected risks 
and opportunities. Further on, 35 co-workers at various levels participated in an electronic survey 
where the topics identified in the management workshop were addressed.  

Out of the variety of interconnected sustainability topics that were raised by our stakeholders, we 
formulated our original 10 material topics (figure 29), which were assessed for impact on and by 
PIERCE. This sustainability report is based on these 10 material topics and it is our hope that this report 
brings some clarity and insight to how PIERCE is working with the sustainability issues most relevant 
to us. We have strived to produce a sustainability report that shows a balanced and comprehensive 
view of how we are working with sustainability.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 29. PIERCE’s current material sustainability topics assessed for impact on and by PIERCE.  

 

As PIERCE is evolving as a company, we have seen a need to review the 10 material topics and ensure 
that they continue to mirror our and our stakeholders’ priorities as well as the impact that we have on 
sustainability. It is important to PIERCE that we are focusing our efforts on the sustainability issues that 
are most material to our business and where we want to go in the future. Consequently, at the end of 
2020 we reviewed our materiality analysis and reassessed the ten material topics from the dual 
materiality perspective, conducted a thorough sustainability risk analysis and with the support of 
external sustainability consultants, we held two management workshops with the executive 
management and additional key functions such as our Supply Chain Director.  

The result was a consolidation of our material topics, moving from 10 material topics to 7. This means 
that we have not really excluded any material topics, but rather merged them and simplified them to 
facilitate a systematic way of working with sustainability. During the management workshops, 
overarching goals and targets were formulated for a selection of the newly consolidated sustainability 
topics. This is an ongoing process and we are looking to further update this during 2021, which will be 
noticeable in next year’s sustainability report.  

 

Sustainability topic

Increase energy efficiency

Diversity

Recycling guidelines

Extend product life

Data privacy

Sourcing standards and human rights

Employee Health and Safety

Product safety

Sustainable and green product development

Logistics and packaging
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We are also planning to conduct more stakeholder dialogues in 2021, to capture the perspectives and 
priorities of more stakeholders as well as deepen our understanding of the impact the material topics 
have on PIERCE. Not only does PIERCE have an impact on sustainability and the surrounding world, 
sustainability and the topics identified as material to us have an impact on our business. If we were to 
not attract and retain the best employees, that would hinder our ability to grow and develop. 
Consumers are becoming increasingly concerned with topics such as product safety and are favouring 
products that do not contain toxic chemicals, our stakeholders care about human rights and labour 
rights in the supply chain and for PIERCE to stay relevant we must work proactively with these 
questions. Climate change is one of the biggest threats facing humanity and the economy today, and 
in the upcoming years we will analyse how climate change risks will impact us and our supply chain in 
the decades to come. We acknowledge that our understanding of how the material topics impact us 
may change in the year to come. 

In 2021 we will work to implement the consolidated 7 material topics, which will be explained in next 
year’s report. 2021 will also see an advancement of our sustainability strategy, responding to the 
concerns raised by our stakeholders. To continue the progress and implement identified actions in all 
these areas by 2021 we will take the next steps on the 2030 #SustainablePIERCE journey, so we can 
enable people to live their passion within the planetary boundaries.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Besides the stakeholder dialogues that were conducted as part of the materiality analysis and 
reporting process, PIERCE maintain a continuous engagement with many different stakeholders; 
customers, suppliers, employees, owners, riders, to mention a few. Below is a description of how 
PIERCE communicates with our main stakeholders:  

Stakeholder Sustainability issue Dialogue Forums

Human rights

Logistics and packaging 

Transportation

Waste

 Pollution

Digital integrity

Logistics and packaging 

Pollution

 Human rights

 Energy and climate 

 Transportation 

Business ethics 

Working conditions and employee well-being 

Logistics and packaging

 Human rights

Transportation 

Diversity and equality 

 Long-term profitability

 Business ethics

Strategic sustainability initiatives 

Management team composition 

Risk management

Tax transparency 

Customer satisfaction

Supply chain

Human rights

Working conditions and employee well-being 

Energy and climate 

*Survey

*Customer supports

*Focus Groups

*Supplier development dialogues 

(inc web surveys)

*Employee satisfaction survey

*Performance monitoring dialogues

*Internal sustainability surveys

*Interviews

*Annual General Meetings

*Investor Relations Meetings

*Dailogue / Focus group network 

meetings

*Sustainability surveys

Civil Society

Owners and analysts

Employees 

Suppliers 

Customers 

Figure 30. Stakeholder groups engaged in the stakeholder dialogues, including sustainability issues 
raised, and form of engagement. Please note that some of the sustainability issues have been 
rephrased and/or merged to form material topics. 
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• Customers: via email, website, social media, rider events, customer service, through the 
employees in the store. This communication takes place daily.  

• Suppliers: via purchasing, meetings, negotiations, projects, cooperation, visits. This 
communication takes place daily.  

• Employees: via the intranet, meetings, workshops, through the management structure in the 
company and through training. This communication takes place daily. Furthermore, employee 
surveys have been conducted. 

• Owner: via financial reports, annual reporting, board meetings, group website, inquiries. 

 

 Moving ahead 

During the year 2020, we took important steps forward in our sustainability work. We have gone 
from 10 material topics to 7, consolidating them for simplicity in our more systematic way of working 
with sustainability. This will be implemented, communicated and facilitated during 2021. 

We have developed an environmental policy, as part of the sustainability long term strategy, that will 
be implemented in 2021. 

Our CSR program will be piloted during 2021 on a few selected private brand suppliers. We will, after 
evaluation and potential improvements, roll out this program in step 1 for all our private brand key 
suppliers. We target to have all step 1 suppliers in the program by end of 2023. In the next step we 
will include all remaining private brand suppliers.  

We will develop our sustainability reporting, based on the management workshops formulating the 
overarching goals. This will be noticeable in next year’s report.      
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4. About this report  

This is PIERCE Group AB’s, organization number 556967-4392, annual statutory sustainability report 
covering the financial year of 2020 (2020.01.01 to 2020.12.31). This sustainability report is rendered 
as a separate report and is part of the administration report of the annual report in accordance with 
the Swedish Annual Accounts Act (årsredovisningslagen). The sustainability report has been 
developed in accordance with the GRI Standards, level Core. Employee data has been collected as 
per 2020-12-31, except for the numbers regarding temporary employees, since a large number were 
temporarily employed during high season. The data included represents the following companies: 
PIERCE AB, PDC Logistics sp. z.o.o. and Pierce eCOM SSC S.L. Please see our Annual Report for 
information on our full financial accounts.  
 
Questions relating to this report can be directed to Ullrika.Eliasson@piercegroup.com.  

5. GRI Content Index 

 

GRI 
Standard 

Disclosure Page and information 
Comments / 
Omission 

GRI 102: 
General 

Disclosures 

GRI General Disclosures 

Organizational profile 

102-1 Name of the organization PIERCE AB   

102-2 Activities, brands, products, 
and services 

Page 3 
  

102-3 Location of headquarters Elektravägen 22 
126 30 Hägersten 
Sweden 

  

102-4 Location of operations Page 3 - countries where operations are located 
is Sweden, Spain and Poland.  

  

102-5 Ownership and legal form Group parent company is Procuritas Capital 
Investors V Lp and PIERCE Holding AB the group 
company. 
Limited company (Sw: Aktiebolag) 

  

102-6 Markets served Markets: Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Finland, 
Germany, France, UK, Ireland, Poland, 
Netherlands, Belgium, Italy, Spain, Switzerland, 
Austria, Czech Republic and rest of Europe 
through EU site. 
Global (excluding the US, Africa, North Korea).   
Private sector for customers 

  

102-7 Scale of the organization Page 3   

mailto:Ullrika.Eliasson@piercegroup.com
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102-8 Information on employees and 
other workers 

Page 11. We are currently unable to break down 
the temporary employee data by gender (Poland 
during high season only). This will be addressed in 
time for the next report.  

 

102-9 Supply Chain Page 7-8   

102-10 Significant changes to the 
organization and its supply chain 

Page 3 
Motobuykers has been fully assimilated into the 
PIERCE Group  

 

 

102-11 Precautionary principle or 
approach 

Page 6   

102-12 External initiatives PIERCE has not signed or endorsed any external 
initiatives. 

  

102-13 Membership of associations  Currently not a member of advocacy or industry 
organizations. 

 

Strategy 

102-14 Statement from senior 
decision maker 

Page 2   

Ethics and integrity 

102-16 Values, principles, standards, 
and norms of behaviour 

Page 6   

102-17 Mechanisms for advice and 
concerns about ethics 

Page 13  

Governance 

102-18 Governance structure Page 22 
Executive Team: CEO, CPO, COO, CFO, CMO and 
Chief People Officer. 

  

Stakeholder engagement 

102-40 List of stakeholders  Page 24      

102-41 Collective bargaining  Page 13-14, 0% of PIERCE employees are covered 
by a collective bargaining agreement.   

 

102-42 Identifying and selecting 
stakeholders  

Page 23-24   
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102-43 Approach to stakeholder 
engagement  

Page 23-24    

102-44 Key topics and concerns 
raised 

Page 23-24  

Reporting practise  

102-45 Entities included in the 
consolidated financial statements  

PIERCE Holding AB 
PIERCE AB 
PDC Logistics sp. z.o.o. 
Pierce eCOM SSC S.L. 

     

102-46 Defining report content and 
topic boundaries  

Page 23-24      

102-47 List of material topics Page 23      

102-48 Restatements of information  No restatements of information  

102-49 Changes in reporting No changes in material topics or topic 
boundaries. GRI Standards disclosures that 
incorrectly were placed in the GRI Content Index 
of 2019 have been removed.  

    

102-50 Reporting period 2020-01-01 – 2020-12-31  

102-51 Date of most recent report    2020-03-31    

102-52 Reporting cycle  Annual      

102-53 Contact point for questions 
regarding the report  

Ullrika Eliasson, CPO 
Ullrika.eliasson@piercegroup.com  

    

102-54 Claims of reporting in 
accordance with the GRI Standards  

Level Core      

102-55 GRI content index  Page 26-31      

102-56 External assurance  No external assurance        

GRI 200: Economic Standards 

GRI 201: 
Management 

Approach  

GRI 103-1 Explanation of the 
material topic and its Boundary 

Pages 3-4  

GRI 103-2 The management 
approach and its components 

Pages 3-4  

mailto:Ullrika.eliasson@piercegroup.com
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GRI 103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach 

Pages 3-4   

GRI 201: 
Economic 

Performance 

201-1 Direct economic value 
generated and distributed 

Page 4  

GRI 300: Environmental Standards 

GRI 301: 
Management 
approach  

GRI 103-1 Explanation of the material 
topic and its Boundary 

Pages 16-18 
 

GRI 103-2 The management approach 
and its components 

Pages 16-19 
 

GRI 103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach 

Page 19 
 

GRI 301: 
Materials 

301-1 Material used by weight or 
volume 

Page 18 
  

GRI 302: 
Management 
approach 

GRI 103-1 Explanation of the material 
topic and its Boundary 

Pages 14-15 
 

GRI 103-2 The management approach 
and its components 

Pages 14-15 
 

GRI 103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach 

Pages 14-15 
 

GRI 302: 
Energy 

302-1 Energy consumption within the 
organization 

Page 15 We are currently 
unable to break down 
our energy 
consumption by 
heating, cooling and 
steam. This will be 
addressed in 2021 as 
we are working with 
our energy suppliers. 

GRI 305: 
Management 
approach 

GRI 103-1 Explanation of the 
material topic and its Boundary 

Pages 14-16, 18-20  
 

GRI 103-2 The management approach 
and its components 

Pages 14-16, 18-20  

GRI 103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach 

Pages 18-20 
 

GRI 305: 305-1 Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions Page 19   
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Emissions 305-2 Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG 
emissions 

Page 19 
  

305-3 Other indirect (Scope 3) GHG 
emissions 

Page 16, 19-20 
  

305-4 GHG emissions intensity Pages 19-20  

GRI 400: Social Standards 

GRI 403: 
Management 

Approach 

GRI 103-1 Explanation of the material 
topic and its Boundary 

Pages 9-10  

GRI 103-2 The management approach 
and its components 

Pages 9-10  

GRI 103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach 

Pages 9-10  

GRI 403: 
Occupational 

health and 
safety 

403-1 Occupational health and safety 
management system 

Pages 9-10   

403-2 Hazard identification, risk 
assessment and incident investigation 

Pages 9-10  

403-3 Occupational health services Pages 9-10  

403-4 Worker participation, 
consultation and communication on 
occupational health and safety 

Pages 9-10  

403-5 Worker training on 
occupational health and safety 

Pages 9-10  

403-6 Promotion of worker health Pages 9-10  

403-7 Prevention and mitigation of 
occupational health and safety 
impacts directly linked by business 
relationships 

Pages 7-10  

403-9 Work-related injuries Page 9 Due to HR system 
limitations we are 
currently unable to 
calculate a rate for 
403-9.  

GRI 405: 
Management 
approach 

GRI 103-1 Explanation of the material 
topic and its Boundary 

Page 12  

GRI 103-2 The management approach 
and its components 

Pages 12-13  
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GRI 103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach 

Pages 12-13  

GRI 405: 
Diversity 
and 
Inclusion 

405-1 Diversity of governance bodies 
and employees 

Page 12-13   

GRI 417: 
Management 
approach 

GRI 103-1 Explanation of the material 
topic and its Boundary 

Page 21 
 

GRI 103-2 The management approach 
and its components 

Page 21 
 

GRI 103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach 

Page 21 
 

GRI 417: 
Marketing 
and 
Labelling 

417-2 Incidents of non-compliance 
concerning product and service 
information and labelling 

Page 21   

GRI 418: 
Management 
approach 

GRI 103-1 Explanation of the material 
topic and its Boundary 

Page 7 
 

GRI 103-2 The management approach 
and its components 

Page 7 
 

GRI 103-3 Evaluation of the 
management approach 

Page 7 
 

GRI 418: 
Customer 
Privacy 

418-1 Substantiated complaints 
concerning breaches of customer 
privacy and losses of customer data 

Page 7 

  

  
 


